YOU WILL NEVER WALK ALONE

LOVE FOR THE SILENT ONES

a collection of communiqués and reports from actions in solidarity with the Northwest Grand Jury Resisters

saynothing.info
A BRIEF TIMELINE OF EVENTS

7/25/12
House raids in Portland, subpoenas delivered

8/2/12
Grand Jury Session - Leah appears, is re-subpoenaed and released

8/9/12
Matt Duran subpoenaed

8/30/12
Grand Jury postponed

9/13/12
Matt Duran imprisoned

9/27/12
Kteeo Olejnik imprisoned

10/10/12
Leah-Lynn Plante imprisoned

10/17/12
Leah-Lynn Plante cooperates and is released

10/15/12
Maddy Pfeiffer subpoenaed

We picked Attica because it houses 1000s of prisoners everyday and is home to one of New York’s largest prisons. This will solve there little investigation.
-Cell of July 21st
It’s easy to attack; it really is!

11/29/12 - Vancouver, BC
Last night CIBC had most of their windows smashed. Originally it was going to be one window for each “may day mashup” charge but our hands got excited. For that brief moment it was freedom and liberating from this disgusting capitalism and government. We want this feeling permanently.

With love and hate in our hearts. Grand Jury Resistors and all other anarchists stay stong.

WRITE MATT AND KTEEEO
Donate money for commissary and legal fees to the “Quiet Coyote Cash-out” via WePay.
who seek to put them in cages, may this action be an expression of our deepest hatred.

DEATH TO CAPITAL. DEATH TO THE STATE. LONG LIVE ANARCHY.

- New York Anarchists

10/23/12 - BRISTOL, UK

Last night fire erupted in the tranquility of Bristol’s well-to-do redland area, targeting a marked vehicle of Standfast Ltd. Besides the usual functions that led us to attack a company invested in ‘security’ (as always, securing the sanctity of private property in mass society) one of their many CCTV contracts in Bristol, Bath, Avon, Somerset and Gloucestershire is both state and private schools, where as you can read in the newspapers even the toilets are no escape from the cameras.

Daily submission under impersonal institutions rarely comes naturally. After the nuclear family, the education system at all stages is instrumental in adapting the free child to the civilized world of workplaces, malls and (other) prisons that today’s youth are destined for. Constant surveillance has proven a most effective step in this domesticating process, kids learning to self-regulate under the assumption that they’re permanently being watched, and this has been made to seem normal by reality TV, the saturation of control technology in the dead synthetic urban environment (supplied by the likes of Standfast Ltd.), and the atomised crowd of a generation filled with selfish fear of punishment or reprimand.

But it is often still the young people who are least destroyed by this onslaught and who still find themselves impelled to refuse the system (like the riots last summer and the so-called ‘revolt’ everyday since and before). This is just a reminder: WHEN YOU HIT A LENS IT WILL BREAK LIKE ANYTHING ELSE! So shout to youth rebellion against society, the claimants of the recent attack on security vehicles in Nottingham, and everyone else committed to the timeless crime of freedom!

Strength for Gustavo Quiroga, held in immigration detention after the Delta squat eviction in Thessaloniki, and for the Gremlin Alley resisters in Cardiff! Strength for the anarchists non-cooperating with the grand jury in the American northwest, and for the ones who fled from it!

Strength for the street fighters held for the March 29 battles in Barcelona, and Carolina who are accused of burning a Starbucks that inspiring day!

anarchy here, now and always yours in war, counter-surveillance cores

11/17/12 - ATTICA, NY

Finally after weeks of seeing images of revolt and anti-capitalist violence sweeping the globe after weeks of seeing are comrades being subpoenaed before grand jury’s and judges we decided to act are small group crept into an unsuspecting low police town outside of Rochester and attacked. Smashing the windshields of well over 20 cars with rocks and stomping out the windshields with our rage.

In March 2012, a federal grand jury convened secretly in Seattle. It came to light on July 25, 2012, when the FBI served subpoenas in Portland and Olympia. Earlier that morning, the pigs executed a heavily armed raid at homes of anarchists in Portland. Since that day, agents have served two other people. Feds have further attempted and failed to serve at least four others. One person has publicly communicated that they, abetted by comrades, evaded the threat of a subpoena.

The stated purpose of the subpoenas and raids is to investigate the vandalism of the federal courthouse on Fifth Avenue in downtown Seattle. However, the May Day black bloc is not the beginning or end of anarchist revolt over the past few years. This escalation is not limited to tactics used on May 1st. Recent actions include but are not limited to arson and sabotage targeting banks, police substations, and churches.

The grand jury may be investigating these crimes, or perhaps it is not. The feds are dusting off long unused charges, so perhaps they seek to establish new precedent. Regardless, the grand jury’s purpose is broader than prosecuting those who vandalized federal property. Grand juries intend to suppress revolt, to instill fear in those who would manifest their hatred for the civilized order.

Success of the pig strategy cannot yet be judged. Regardless, comrades who defy authorities disrupt the scales of law and justice. Furthermore, the many acts of solidarity reinforce, escalate, and intensify the war against domination.

Beyond the razing of every prison

For an endless crescendo of violent dissonance

For the destruction of this world
Grand Jury Resisters, the silent ones, and Pax.
We are unstoppable. We are everywhere. The night will always be ours.

10/8/12 - Vancouver, BC
During the early hours of October 8th the Kitsilano Community Policing Centre in Vancouver had its locks glued shut and paint thrown on its facade. This small gesture was done in solidarity with anarchists in the northwest currently facing state repression from the ongoing Grand Jury investigation.
For those who refuse to break or bend! For the silent ones!

10/12/12 - Vancouver, BC
AGF Solidarity with Grand Jury Resisters
A yuppy restaurant was attacked with nearly all of their windows smashed to oblivion. Three days later the windows have not been fixed. Anti-Gentrification Front (AGF) will continue our campaign against gentrification, capitalism and our solidarity will be amped the fuck up.
Go go Vancouver smashy smash. Don't stop now. The rain has started coming down and soon will all yuppie windows.

10/12/12 - Fox Valley, WI
We attacked two ATMs early this morning in the Fox Valley of Wisconsin, in addition to dropping two banners in two different cities. Our reason for choosing ATMs is because we don’t like them. The banners read, “We Will Not Forget Derek Williams. /A.C.A.B.” and “Release the PNW Grand Jury Resisters. Stay Strong Comrades.”
The reason for this action could be one of a thousand. But, we did this specifically to express our rage against the Milwaukee PD murdering Derek Williams and the kidnapping of our PNW comrades. Certain things in our minds cannot be forgiven and lines must be drawn.
Let's keep it coming.
Keep your hoods up.
-some pissed off people

10/17/12 - New York City, NY
To our comrades enduring repression in the Northwest, you are not alone. In the early morning hours of October 17th, we sabotaged the operation of three sets of train tracks leading in and out of New York City. This action was undertaken in solidarity with Leah-Lynn Plante, Matthew Kyle Duran, Katherine Olejnik, and all of our other comrades in the Northwest. To those who are staying strong in these trying times, may this action be an expression of our deepest love. To those
9/17/12 - New York City, NY
On September 17th, under cover of night, we sabotaged a railway track north of New York City. Wearing standard work gloves, we took a piece of thick gauge copper wire and tied it from one track to another, disrupting a signal relay. This temporarily renders the track unusable.

We did this in solidarity with our Anarchist comrades in the Northwest, particularly Matt Duran. The courage all of you have shown continues to inspire us.

Now is the time to attack.
- Anarchists against linear movement

9/18/12 - Vancouver, BC
Last night an Italian yuppie restaurant had several of its windows liberated. This action was done in solidarity with all those fighting gentrification in Vancouver, the Cleveland 4, Grand Jury Resistors and Anti-Capitalist Comrades everywhere.

You can’t stop us.
Yuppies you can dine in hell. (A)

9/19/12 - Seattle, WA
During the night of September 19th we attacked a Bank of America. One ATMs card slot was glued and screen smashed, and 3 windows of the bank smashed. This was done in solidarity with Matt Duran and the other grand jury resisters, and those currently facing repression in Italy.

Now is the time to attack. Always a step forward, never a step back. No compromise with the state and capital.
- anarchists

9/22/12 - Seattle, WA
Grand Jury Resistors,

Anonymous’ very own telecommunications division shut down the phone network at the Seattle US District attorney’s office. We will run this attack until later this afternoon.

Yours in the lulz, Anon-ops Telecommunications

10/4/12 - Vancouver, BC
Last Night Several windows of a CIBC were smashed.
This small attack was in solidarity with Anti- Capitalist comrades worldwide,
crush all radicals. Clearly, this did not work then and it won’t work now. If this was their desire, they have failed in every aspect of it as I have not seen anything other than flagrant disregard for them across the globe. Keep the struggle in your hearts and minds and do not bend to their will. They will never be able to destroy us no matter how hard they try.

In solidarity,
Matt Duran

**STATEMENT FROM KTEE OLEJNIK**

For me choosing to resist a grand jury is about humanity – I cannot and will not say something that could greatly harm a person’s life, and providing information that could lead to long term incarceration would be doing that.

For me choosing to resist a grand jury is about freedom of speech and association – I cannot and will not be a party to a McCarthyist policy that is asking individuals to condemn each other based on political beliefs.

The reasons above are why I am choosing to not comply. I apologize to those in my life on whom my incarceration is going to be a burden, and I thank you for understanding my decision.

For those unaware the folks being subpoenaed are being incarcerated for refusing to answer questions about others’ political beliefs.

In Solidarity With All Those Resisting the Grand Jury, Kteeo Olejnik

**STATEMENT FROM MATT PFEIFFER**

On October 25th, the day before my 23rd birthday, two FBI agents wearing ill-fitting khakis and too much gel in their hair, served me a subpoena for 9am on November 7th. I knew my fate right away: 18 months in SeaTac Federal Detention Center. Matt, Kteeo and Leah have all been imprisoned for their refusal and I will be the next. Despite the urgings of lawyers, agents and judges, I only have one option: non-cooperation. Any other option is unthinkable.

I am being asked to testify before a Grand Jury on November 7th and will likely be detained on that date for refusing to cooperate. The vultures of the state will try to imprison my comrades and me until we give in. We will never give in.

From so many different perspectives, for so many reasons, snitching is never an option. I will never betray the people I care about, the ideas which I hold.

8/21/12 - BESANZÓN, FRANCE

On the night between 21 and 22 August, the bank Crédit Mutuel, located on Avenue Gaulard, was attacked with paint.

8/22/12 - SAN FRANCISCO, CA

In the early morning of August 22 in San Francisco’s Mission District, we joyfully attacked all presence of gentrification and yuppie windows we could find. These malicious acts were done in solidarity with those in the Pacific Northwest resisting Grand Juries. New and old condos, cafes, BMWs, Porsches, Mercedes, antique stores, fine restaurants, modern furniture stores, among many others, had their windows permanently etched with (A), DIE, Die Yuppie Scum, Fuck Off Yuppies, Yuppies Out!, and a variety of other obscenities.

To our companions currently facing or who do face Grand Juries in the future: SAY NOTHING! You have waves of invisibles behind you ready to coalesce from the woodwork and attack at the ready.

The people and businesses we attacked, with smiles and laughs, have for decades and still continue to actively displace and destroy the generations of families in The Mission while continuing the project of capital by commodifying and compartmentalizing all modes of existence and ways of being. This project of capital is enforced and backed-up in every regard with the constant harassment, beatings and murders of the San Francisco Police Department. In this regard we send our fiercest love to those who recently rendered unusable SFPD and OPD vehicles. We see your actions, are inspired and continue the attack. It’s so easy!

We also send our revolutionary fire to the Tinley Park 5, The Cleveland 4, Cece McDonald, Eric McDavid, Marie Mason and all others who attack the existent.

8/28/12 - OAKLAND, CA

for the silent ones

In this morning’s early hours, a Wells Fargo Bank branch had two of its doors and all four of its ATMs glued shut.

This small act of sabotage was in solidarity with those resisting, by whatever means, the grand jury in Seattle. We also would like to express our complicity with Mario and Felicity in Mexico, and with CeCe in Minnesota.

Prisoners to the streets!

9/13/12 - VANCOUVER, BC

Glass etch cream was thrown all over the front windows of the Community Policing Centre on Commercial Drive on the night of September 13th in solidarity with those resisting the Grand Jury in Seattle. Solidarity with the Silent. In Silence We Roar! (A)

PS: Although these windows aren’t breakable, etch cream does the trick.
Atlanta. We have chosen this target for the immediate effects it will have on our 
lives and to stoke the flames of rage against paid parking enforcement and law 
enforcement in general.

For more information visit http://saynothing.info

It’s easy to attack!

-Anarchists

8/5/12 - St. Louis, MO

Late Sunday night, two ATMs in St. Louis were disabled in solidarity with those 
facing Grand Juries in the Northwest. We wanted to do more, but it’s hard to find 
an ATM in this city. As long as our comrades face repression, the attacks will 
continue. Back off!

love for our comrades, hatred for the feds, some anarchists

8/15/12 - Paris, France

During the nights of August 15th and 16th, some tires rebelled against their 
existence, preferring to deflate themselves rather than perform the tasks 
imposed on them.

• an Orange SUV (exploits prisoners) [Orange is the name of a French 
telecommunications company, which presumably profits off the prison 
industry]
• a Veolia car (nuclear) [French energy company]
• a Red Cross van (manages the Roissy detention center and other detention 
centers in several countries)
• an SUV of Sunland Energies d’Avenir [French Energy company]
• a city government car
• two Vinci cars (builders of jails) [French multitechnical company]
• a SPIE car (nuclear and surveillance technology) [Construction company]
• Tired of transporting yuppies from work to home, the tires of 17 vélib’ [Government-run “free bicycle” program bikes] tires have committed 
suicide. The same goes for some 4x4’s and a Porsche.

This small action is a modest contribution in solidarity with the anarchists 
incarcerated in the American Northwest after their attacks against domination; 
in any case, those who remain silent in the face of the Grand Jury. Dedicated also 
to those incarcerated under "Ardire" and "Mangiafuoco".

Here’s hoping an epidemic of tire suicide will ensue.

Some tires who are deflated--but not resigned.

dear, or the commitments I have made. I will never give any information about 
crimes, should I have any knowledge of them, nor will I give information about 
my personal relationships. I will never cooperate with this or any attempt to stop 
struggle. I will never cooperate with the systems of control which I loathe. If the 
federal government chooses to imprison me for my refusal, then so be it. I expect 
no less from them.

The official reason the state gives for imprisoning those who refuse to cooperate 
is to coerce testimony. If they know anything about me or my friends, they know 
that this will never work. Some have said that this Grand Jury is about trying 
to repress people’s political opinions and free speech. No doubt this is true. My 
subpoena states that I am being asked to testify about events that took place on 
May 1st. The state is trying to use broken windows as a reason to ruin people’s 
lives. This is absurd, and I will oppose it to the fullest. This life-ruining system 
which they call “justice” is organized to defend property and capitalism. This 
system is against everything I believe in.

My imminent imprisonment is an attempt to disrupt struggle against domination 
in all its forms. What the vultures cannot understand is that attempts to repress 
this struggle will only embolden it, whether we are inside the walls of the Federal 
Detention Center or in the streets. The growing list of solidarity actions, from St. 
Louis to France, demonstrate an inspiring continuity in this regard.

In silence, we roar!

Matthew “Maddy” Pfeiffer

I Tell Em, Slow Down, 
You Know You Can’t Catch Me.

I would like to start by saying that I send nothing but love and unbreakable 
solidarity to my alleged subpoenaed non-cooperating comrades, especially Leah. 
Whether we called each other friends in the past or have never even met, through 
this experience our struggle is even more connected.

About two weeks ago I received some information that led me to believe that 
the FBI was searching for me in order to serve a subpoena. While in all actuality, 
and in the eyes of the court, this is nothing more than someone playing a cruel 
joke on me, I remain very startled. So startled, that I decided I should get out of 
town for a while, to a place where I would feel more safe. Luckily, I have more 
than enough support from my friends and loved ones to make this situation 
bearable. I want to thank all the comrades and friends who have helped through 
the beginning of this rough situation. Whether they be on the West Coast, East 
Coast, or anywhere else in the world.

My hesitation at even the thought of participating in Grand Jury does not have 
anything to do with “rights” or “justice”. While yes, technically a Grand Jury 
would be a violation of my civil rights, I do not want spend time on getting 
called up on words that have such little meaning to me. I have no desire to
view myself as a victim, or someones whose rights have been violated. Instead, I understand that the state views myself and my comrades as enemies, and they will do whatever they can to stifle our struggle, providing they can get away with it. The gathering of this Grand Jury is not surprising or unexpected, but that does not make it hurt any less. I completely understand that others in a similar situation want to exercise their rights to be kept out of prison, and I will absolutely stand by whatever the other allegedly subpoenaed comrades chose to do. Different people chose to resist in different ways and this is fine, as long as everyone remains non-cooperating I see no problem with any decisions that my comrades would make.

It is clear that the State is trying to send us a message, and may they hear our response. Our passion for freedom is stronger than their prisons! But our passion for each other is stronger than any feeling the vultures of the State will ever know! I am so happy to see how much support there has already been in response to this event! Much love to Seattle, Bloomington, The Bay, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Atlanta, and any other place I forgot, your actions and words make this experience a whole lot easier. All the material, emotional, and monetary support I have also received means the world to me, and I’m very thankful to have such great friends and comrades. It has been a wonderful experience getting to know new people on this journey thus far. But each time I’m introduced to someone, it’s very hard to not think of all those friends who I will not see for a long time. I imagine this is going to get easier with time. At the very rare chance that I am actually being subpoenaed this Grand Jury, I could not find myself in a better situation. I have the support and love from my friends, the feeling of safety, and the unbreakable solidarity that I share with my comrades. To quote a famous contemporary poet. “Tryna keep up wit me, but it’s nothing to me.”

I love you all and hopefully I will be seeing you soon.

Long live Anarchy!

near Lake Merritt was made. One window was damaged and a lesson was learned. What thick glass they have, next time more Big L and a bigger cannon.

For the silent ones.

8/2/12 - Kirkland, WA

In the early hours of August 2nd, we attacked a municipal court building in Seattle’s bedroom community-Kirkland. In addition to multiple broken windows and doors, fliers were left inside the newly “opened” building indicating that our small act was in response to the latest round of State repression of anarchist activity. We refuse the greatest mechanism of the Grand Jury - fear - and let it be known they cannot quell our joyous rebellion. Get them, wild ones.

Long live anarchy! It’s easy to attack!

Anarchists

8/2/12 & 8/3/12 - Milwaukee, WI

Dear Northwest

On the night of of august second we dismantled 3 police cruisers and 1 paddy wagon. Then attacked the NYPD (pizza shop) changing the signs to say suicide our cops a reference to a milwaukee hardcore band from the past.

On August 3rd we smashed the windows out of the obama campaign center. Leaving where is yr god on the wall.

expect more.

Fuck it, just do it.

Milwaukee

8/5/12 - Atlanta, GA

On the night of August 5th, we used industrial adhesives and a hammer to dismantle every parking meter on Edgewood Avenue in the Old Fourth Ward neighborhood of Atlanta (45 parking meters total). On a large wall next to the biggest section of parking meters we spray-painted “FUCK THE GRAND JURY.<3 FOR PNW (A)”

This is just a small gesture of solidarity with comrades in Portland, Seattle, and Olympia who are resisting the grand jury which released 6 subpoeneas late last month. We know that the point of these hearings is to stultify the rebellion of those in the Pacific-Northwest who have helped to escalate the unending social war of which we are all apart. All across the country - in San Francisco, Oakland, New York, East St. Louis, the Twin Cities, Seattle, and elsewhere - anarchists have decided to meet this repression with further attacks against the dominant social order. We hope that our humble act warms the hearts of all who resist.

Additionally, there is a profound hatred of the privatized parking enforcement in
After careful deliberation amongst ourselves we have determined that to continue a weekly attack would exhibit discipline that we consider death. Death that is the state and it's institutions which are formed out of discipline. This is not a resignation of militancy, however. The purpose of these actions is the endorsement and encouragement of wildness. If we determine the time is fitting for another action of solidarity we will be inclined to take it.

Our action is also a call of solidarity with Russia’s feminist punks Pussy Riot. It’s an action to call attention to the death of the Argentinian squatter in Barcelona. We mourn for comrades who have had their life ended early with viciousness by the state and are filled with contempt for those that have imprisoned behind walls, bars, barbed wire fences and guards, our comrades we organize, meet and take action out of solidarity with.

8/2/12 - SAN FRANCISCO, CA

In the early hours of August 2nd, tires were slashed and windows were etched on eight San Francisco Police Department cruisers and one San Francisco Sheriff’s van while they sat in a maintenance yard.

Greetings of solidarity and complicity to those resisting the grand jury in the Pacific Northwest. In whatever way you choose to resist state repression, we will act to spread and strengthen your struggle.

We also extend this action to comrades facing repression in the midwest: St. Louis, Chicago, Cleveland.

8/2/12 - OAKLAND, CA

Before dawn on August 2, 2012, we covered the windows and windshields of 2 unmarked Oakland Police Department vehicles with glass etching fluid, as well as slashing all the tires of one of the cars. We also covered the door and 5 windows of the nearby OPD recruitment center with etching fluid. The windows of the recruitment center had boards behind them due to being attacked when the Oakland Commune encampment still existed, but the glass was still accessible. These targets are located at the North end of Oscar Grant Plaza, where the Oakland Commune materialized last year.

We did this to coincide with the first day of the grand jury in Seattle, and to continue our struggle against the forces of the State and Capital at home. Even when overt social conflict seems minimal, there are always targets lying in wait. (Also, who needs a reason or something to react to....fuck ‘em!)

For the destruction of this prison society. May the spirit of revolt spread, from Anaheim to the Bay to the Northwest. For the silent ones.

8/2/12 - OAKLAND, CA

In the early morning of August 2nd an attack on an Oakland police substation

7/31/12 - Oakland, CA

Friends don’t let friends talk to the FBI (A)

7/31/12 - San Francisco, CA

Puget Sound: Keep quiet, stay strong. Love, the Bay

7/31/12 - Seattle, WA

Against State Repression (A) Grand Juries are Witch Hunts
8/2/12 - New York City, NY

Solidarity With Northwest Anarchists
Fuck Grand Juries

8/6/12 - Atlanta, GA (2 banners)

For the Silent Ones <3
Fuck Grand Juries (A)

8/7/12 - Athens, Greece

(A) Solidarity with Grand Jury Resisters-USA

8/10/12 - East Vancouver, BC

Solidarity with Anarchists Under the Gun (A) Fuck the Law

7/27/12 - Edwardsville, IL

In the early morning of July 27th in a Metro East St Louis city, Edwardsville, Illinois, the parking lot across the street from the Edwardsville Police Department was visited with knives and spraypaint. Although we left the hammers at home this time and despite us only deciding on spraypaint, we arose to the call of international solidarity with our small action of spraypainting “Stop Northwest FBI Oppression” on the St Louis City Police Department Probation van. We find it disgusting that one individual is working with the authorities towards a shorter term and likely, probation.* The only reason other vehicles of pig mobility weren’t attacked as well was only because their pig cars were out oppressing others. We saw their red and blue pig lights illuminating prison bars down Main Street and were filled with disappointment until finding the remaining probation van. We are promising one action a week, and as oppression intensifies so will our actions. Actually, hell with it, if this northwest FBI oppression bullshit doesn’t just end we will intensify our actions.

Regardless, this action also coincides with complaints of tenants in the city against landlords who repeatedly invade the privacy of their tenants, act on racist motives, ignore domestic disputes until the police come pigging and neglect maintenance of things such as plumbing, air conditioning and mailboxes.

* Editor’s note: This was in reference to the person arrested with the Cleveland 4 who turned snitch on his co-defendants.

8/2/12 - Edwardsville, IL

The Madison County courthouse located in the Metro East St Louis city of Edwardsville, Illinois had a door defaced with spraypaint with another message of solidarity on the early morning of Friday. We take this opportunity to remind comrades of the radical history of the Metro East of St Louis, which saw the General Strike of 1877 in East St Louis, Illinois.
Some pigs were on the roof ogling us and taking photos and some other pigs stood between the demo and the prison. Generally the pig presence was lower than this author expected.

Though it is difficult to ascertain the effects of a noise demo from the outside, we do know that today we temporarily broke the through isolation of caged life. We hope that our presence added fuel to the anger festering inside that prison. And even if they couldn't hear us ourselves, word will surely get to Matt and Kteeo.

11/18/12 - DENVER, CO

It was a cold grey night at Civic Center Park when the comrades of grand jury resisters gathered at the ampitheatre. Numbers came in a slow trickle as letters to the resisters and other anarchist political prisoners were written and music was played off a city power outlet. Once most of our people had arrived anti-police, anti-legal system, prisoner solidarity and anarchist messages were chalked all over the park, along with the addresses of these and other prisoners.

Once we numbered around 25, we made our way toward the 16th Street Mall, carrying black flags, bucket drums, pots, pans and a boombike blaring hip hop. On the way, and through the night, statements of grand jury resisters and other words of support were shared via megaphone to the spectators downtown this Friday night. Noise was made, mall scenery was banged on, and nearly a thousand leaflets were passed out to fellow snitch-haters both outside and inside of businesses, in outright defiance of the Downtown Denver Partnership's no flyering without a permit ordinance.

We hit turbulence when a civilian wannabe-cop approached us to shit-talk and argue, without disclosing that he was secretly taping the whole interaction. After being exposed he hid his iPad from view till being mobbed by an intimidating, noisy and pissed off masked crowd caused him to turn his camera the fuck off and hurry away to the safety of shopping.

We concluded with an amplified re-enactment of Maddy Pfeiffer's court testimony outside the movie theatre on the Mall, to moviegoers entering and leaving opening day showings of the new Twilight movie. This was Denver's second grand jury resistance solidarity event. The previous one consisted of roving outreach of a similar kind on the Santa Fe artwalk, with resister's statements also guerilla projected on the walls of galleries and warehouses.

8/17/12 - Vancouver, BC

FUCK the FBI (A) (E)

8/30/12 - Vancouver, BC

SOLIDARITY with PNW GRAND JURY RESISTERS (A)

8/31/12 - New York City, NY

SOLIDARITY with the Silent.
NYC Queers <3 PNW Resistors

9/17/12 - San Francisco, CA

KILL CAPITALISM

10/10/12 - Portland, OR

STOP FBI Witch Hunts.
WWW.SAYNOTHING.INFO

10/12/12 - Fox Valley, WI (2 banners)

RELEASE the PNW GRAND JURY RESISTORS. STAY STRONG COMRADES.
WE WILL NOT FORGET
DEREK WILLIAMS. ACAB
Music blared as we took the streets downtown, holding together in tight formation. Pairs and threes sporadically broke away from the group to hand out fliers, wheatpaste posters, put up stickers, confront journalists, or set off small fireworks. We made a quick stop to yell at the jail, and then made our way south, taking all three lanes of College Ave. At this point, undercover cops who had been zigzagging around town on foot tailing the march grabbed two comrades, one of whom was in the process of spray painting “BURN THE PRISONS” on a wall. The two were quickly de-arrested and made getaways, much to the chagrin of the burly undercovers. Unable to put any humans behind bars, they settled for snatching and destroying our sound cart.

Shaken but undeterred, the march quickly regrouped and lit torches. Confronted with flaming torches and angry chants, the undercover cops quickly retreated and were replaced by other police followed from a distance. A few bar-goers bolstered our spirits as they popped out to shout Fuck the police! Our voices held strong with chants and yells until we approached a punk venue, shouting “The punks: up 'em! The pigs: fuck 'em!” A crowd of excited punks greeted us as the door, many expressing sadness that they had missed out on the fun. Despite blaring sirens and the appearance of even more cops, we were able to safely disperse among the crowd waiting for the show outside.

**11/17/12 - Melbourne, Australia**

Yesterday about 40-50 people gathered outside the US Consulate in Melbourne to protest the imprisonment of grand jury resisters Matt Duran, Katherine Olejnik and the likely detention of Matthew Pfeiffer who has said they will again refuse to speak to the US inquisition on December 14.

Two cards were circulated for Matt and Katherine, with protesters writing messages of support on them.

Grand juries are usually so-called fishing expeditions by US authorities when they have no evidence of but would like to intimate political movements. This particular grand jury is aimed at anarchists who are visible activists in the community.

**11/18/12 - Seatac, WA**

About 75 people showed up to SeaTac Federal Detention Center today for a noise demo in solidarity with grand jury resisters. Two resisters, Matt Duran and Katherine Kteeo Olejnık, have been locked away inside the detention center since September 13 and September 27, respectively, for refusing to cooperate with a secret federal Grand Jury investigation targeting anarchists in the Pacific Northwest.

A sound system blasted anti-police/anti-state music at the prison’s ominous facade while prisoners pressed their bodies to the frosted windows and flicked their cell lights on and off. Outside, people screamed and pounded on pots and pans.
At Cesar Chavez Boulevard, rocks went through Chase Bank windows and we took a left, now holding the two northbound lanes. Two more rocks went through the street-side windows of US Bank, making this the third time since February that this location has been attacked.

We took a right onto Belmont and the motion-activated sliding front door of Walgreens was smashed. The opening and closing broken door was pretty funny. A few blocks from there, we heard police sirens in the distance and decided to disperse on our own terms to claim a small victory, rather than wait for the pigs to bust us up. When the cops finally reached the area everyone had scattered. They detained a few people they managed to find, but had no reason to arrest anyone.

Solidarity with all of the grand jury resisters; comrades arrested in San Francisco this past weekend; and Amazon and Cat, two trans women imprisoned in California on hunger strike for an end to single-celling of trans women, and ultimately the destruction of all of civilization. We’ll see you at the barricades!

In times of repression we find joy in revolt! Portland has been slumbering for far too long; the time to attack is now!

10/12/12 - OLYMPIA, WA

After a benefit show for the Grand Jury resisters a mob of about fifty people took to the streets. Fire crackers were lit, a mobile sound system was used to play music and amplify voices, news paper boxes were strewn about the street, and many described the event as weird.

The time is now, the person is you, and by any means necessary.

-a hateful and loving entity

10/19/12 - BLOOMINGTON, IN

Appreciation for Dangerous Individuals. In spite of cold rain, 20 people held a microphone demo in People’s Park against state repression and social cleansing last Friday, October 19. The focus was solidarity with anarchists grand jury resisters in the Pacific Northwest and with the homeless people in Bloomington currently subjected to a campaign of police harassment and violence. Let’s all become dangerous to a world based on domination.

10/26/12 - BLOOMINGTON, IN

This past Friday, a small but wily group of anarchists and other angries took to the streets in a show of solidarity with those facing state repression. The specific call out for the march was to express solidarity with Grand Jury resisters Matt, Maddy, and KteeO, to rally against the criminalizing of the homeless population in Bloomington, and to convey ongoing solidarity with those who still carry charges from the anti-prison noise demo last new years.

DEMONSTRATIONS & MARCHES

A selection from call-outs, communiqués and reportbacks is printed below. Full texts can be found at saynothing.info.

7/25/12 - BLOOMINGTON, IN

After a small anti-repression assembly in Bloomington (less than 20 people), there was a spontaneous solidarity noise demo at the Monroe County Jail. The same chants as usual, reflecting the fact that our basic methods will remain unchanged: active solidarity, the spread of rebellious attitudes and actions, and strong affinity as a basis for our practice.

Solidarity means attack, against repression, let’s strike back.

Much love to the revolting PNW.

8/2/12 - ASHEVILLE, NC

8/2/12 - MINNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL, MN

Anarchists and radicals from the Twin Cities will hold a simultaneous demonstration in solidarity with our friends and comrades who are refusing to cooperate with the grand jury.

Though the FBI has said that the raids are part of a violent crime investigation, the truth is that federal authorities are conducting a political witch-hunt against anarchists and others working toward a more just, free, and equal society.

Political repression is also happening here in the Twin Cities as local organizers from Occupy Homes MN are currently facing riot charges for defending our neighbors from foreclosure. From the Midwest to the Northwest, repression will be met with resistance and solidarity.

8/2/12 - SEATTLE, WA

9/8/12 - VICTORIA, BC

On Saturday August 9th, anarchists left the bookfair to take the streets in solidarity with comrades resisting the State and their grand jury lynch mobs. Handbills were strewn and handed to passerbys (from the nearby “Beer Fest”).
The text [of the handbill] read:

PACIFIC NORTHWEST GRAND JURY DEFIANCE

On Wednesday July 25th, the FBI conducted a series of coordinated raids anarchists in Portland, Olympia, and Seattle. They subpoenaed several people to a federal grand jury, and seized computers, black clothing, and anarchist literature. The people subpoenaed have issued a clear statement about their refusal to collaborate with the grand jury. Refusal to cooperate may mean serving upwards of 18 months. These are just some of the tactics the state uses to try and crush effective social subversion. With solidarity we can break their hold and the states monopoly of power.

Anonymous Quotes From Some Grand Jury Resistors:

“These raids and the grand jury are clearly responses to anarchists acting in revolt, asserting our power.”

“I have no desire to view myself as a victim, or someone whose rights have been violated. Instead, I understand that the state views myself and my comrades as enemies, and they will do whatever they can to stifle our struggle, providing they can get away with it.”

South of the 49th state tactics are attempting to break the strength of anarchists through intimidation and fear. Although we know repression is always possible, its effectiveness falters when we refuse to cow to their tactics and instead express solidarity with those the state targets.

A few degrees north, we are facing a similar enemy with similar tactics. As our struggle against the Pacific Gateway and other projects of resource extraction intensify, so will the states reaction. By creating and expanding an anarchist anti-repression culture we wish to strengthen our comrades around the world and locally.

We’ve been strengthened by anarchists in Montreal and Southern Ontario expanding and deepening their revolt in the face of repression surrounding G20 and student strike conflicts. To our comrades in the mid-west, out east, in the PNW of the US and around the world: Our struggles are one.

In other news, due to our presence and attraction of the local pig posse, a number of intoxicated attendees from beer fest were able to raid a grocery store and eat their cheering bellies full of expropriated takeout.

For more info on the Grand Jury and the Resistance see: saynothing.noblogs.org

9/9/12 - Vancouver, BC
9/13/12 - Seattle, WA
10/8/12 - Atlanta, GA

On Wednesday evening, we gathered in Troy Davis park for a march and noise demo in solidarity with the grand jury resisters in the pacific northwest. A banner at the front of the crowd read “END JAIL” in huge lettering. When we got to the jail, we were happy to see inmates crowded at the windows, waving wildly to us and others pounding their bars to the beat of our drums. Inmates threw basketballs at the fencing separating them from the outside.

We took the streets once again on the way back to the park. This time, the drums were background music to a chorus of chanting. Behind a banner reading “In Silence We Roar (A),” the march and chants were unquestionably anti-police and anti-prison. People cheered and echoed fuck the police! Some friendly kids joined the march and hung around when we got back to the park.

Enjoying the silence,
Forever fuck the grand jury.

10/11/12 - Portland, OR

If the Portland Police thought they could stop people from breaking shit by making an example of Pax, they were WRONG!

Last night, with only 12 hours notice, a crowd of about 50 people assembled for a march in solidarity with Leah and the other grand jury resisters. We gathered in a park between Belmont and Hawthorne around 8:30pm. Someone unfurled a banner that read “BURN PRISONS / HUG CATS / YOLO (A) ACAB,” then someone else shouted “Leah, Matt, and KteeO are in prison. That’s fucked! Let’s show the state what happens when they put our friends in prison!”

With that, we were off. We took a left onto Hawthorne and as soon as we rounded the corner, BANG. Rocks through windows of Umpqua Bank. We easily held the two eastbound lanes and continued marching. Newspaper boxes, trash cans, and sandwich boards alike were thrown in the street. Someone repurposed a metal chair sitting outside a cafe, and sent it flying through a large window of Wells Fargo Bank. It was truly a glorious sight to behold. With every broken window came applause and cheering.